DAVID SCOTT

Nikitin’s Conversion in India to Islam: Wielhorski’s Translation Dilemma

In 1858 Mikhail Wielhorski’s The Travels of Athanasius Nikitin was published in London.¹ This was the first and only translation into English of the travels to India c. 1470 by the Russian merchant Nikitin. In recent years scholars outside Russia (Lenhoff and Banerjee) have dramatically and clearly shown how Nikitin’s text reveals him accepting Islam.² Nikitin’s Indian milieu and the actual form of Islam that he absorbed are interesting, but are not the focus of this article.³ The central concern here is the translator Wielhorski. There has been little comment about the way in which his translation in the early 1850s (the only one available in English) systematically obscured these Islamic affirmations by Nikitin. Such a move to Islam was noteworthy in the context of Nikitin’s late medieval Russia and of Europe generally.⁴ Wielhorski translated the wide-ranging details from Nikitin on Indian society and culture in the fifteenth century, yet omitted these central details revealing Nikitin’s acceptance of Islam. This selective censoring of Nikitin’s text, by Wielhorski in the middle of the nineteenth century, is, then, at the heart of the present article.

Three strands of enquiry seem particularly appropriate for shedding light on Wielhorski and his translation. Firstly, how was Wielhorski portrayed and treated by others? Secondly, how did Wielhorski “translate” Nikitin's text? Thirdly, why did Wielhorski choose
to filter his translation? Text and sub-text emerge amidst this dilemma for Wielhorski of what to translate and indeed what not to translate.

In considering how Wielhorski was portrayed and treated, it is useful to note that Wielhorski’s translation was commissioned by the Hakluyt Society, an influential and prestigious body in Victorian London founded in 1846 to publish scholarly historical travel literature. It took its name from Richard Hakluyt, author of Divers Voyages Touching the Discovery of America (1582) and Principall Navigations, Voiages and Discoveries of the English Nation (1589).

In introducing Nikitin’s travelogue, the editor R. Major (British Museum) praised Wielhorski “who obligingly rendered his best services to our Society.” Nikitin’s account of India in the late fifteenth century had languished in some obscurity in Russia before the nineteenth century and was generally unknown outside Russia, but it was one of the few outside accounts of India between Marco Polo (c. 1370) and the establishment of European imperialism in the sixteenth century. Wielhorski indeed rendered a service to Western academia by bringing Nikitin to light outside Russia almost four hundred years later.

Who, though, was Wielhorski? As already noted, there has been scant study of this translator. Wielhorski enjoyed some connections in high society. As the editor, R. Major, put it in 1858, the translation of Nikitin “was undertaken by the late estimable Count Wielhorsky, Secretary of the Russian legation at the Court of St. James’s, and by great good fortune was completed by him before his recall.” Wielhorski’s simultaneous position as an aristocrat, Secretary to the Russian embassy in London, and translator for a learned British society is interesting but not unusual. Diplomatic bureaucracies in Europe had not yet become dominated by middle-class professional career structures as became gradually the case during the latter part of the nineteenth century. In Russia, nobles were admitted to the Russian diplomatic service “in personal right.” It was only in 1859, four years after
Wielhorski’s death, that aspiring Russian diplomats were obliged to pass an examination in modern languages. This is somewhat ironic in light of Wielhorski’s own translating activities under analysis here. Hamilton’s judgement that “the regulations governing the eligibility of candidates for the Russian civil and foreign services were, however, almost oriental in their inspiration” is also ironic in the light of Wielhorski’s translation of Nikitin’s travels in the Orient.9

Two further things come to mind within all this. Why was there a “recall” of Wielhorski, and why was Wielhorski the “late” Wielhorski? Therein already lies some Victorian reticence and understatement by the editor, R. Major. Wielhorski’s “recall” was delicately not explained by Major. Russia’s image in the West deteriorated dramatically under the reign of Nicholas I (1825-1855) who emerged as “the gendarme of Europe” suppressing dissent at home and intervening abroad, amidst growing Russophobia in Britain.10

The second quarter of the nineteenth century was thus the age par excellence of black literature about Russia. Indeed, it was then that the repertory of negative stereotypes regarding Russia first emerged…. Russia, more than any one power, became the focus of the fears…the regime of Nicholas I loomed ever more ominously.11

Nicholas’s crushing of the Hungarian revolt in 1848 compounded this image as “it produced a paroxysm of Russophobic rage…the spectre haunting Europe was not Marx’s variety of Communism…but Nicholas and his Cossacks…morally Russia had been cast into the outer darkness of Asia.”12 Two particular areas of concern to Britain further heightened such fears. Constantinople, dominating the strategically significant Bosphorus straits, was captured for Islam in 1453 amidst the vigorous Ottoman expansionism of Nikitin’s period. Such expansionism had given way to decline, and Russian opportunities, by Wielhorski’s time. This was the “Eastern Question” where “on this issue Westerners could most plausibly evoke the idea of Russian megalomania…it brought the apogee of Western-Russian
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estrangement in the nineteenth century.” Marx had judged in 1853 that the Bosphorus straits were “the principal means of intercourse of Europe with [Islamic] Central Asia. The principal means of re-civilizing that vast region depends upon the uninterrupted liberty of trading through the gates of the Black Sea.” Such wider Asian settings point to the second strategic area of concern to Britain, the “Great Game” where Britain and Russia increasingly fenced with each other across Asia during the nineteenth century amidst growing British fears about overland Russian threats to British India through Central Asia and Persia. As Marx noted in London, “there are always some vague and alarming rumours afloat about Russian progress in Central Asia, got up by interested…politicians or terrified visionaries.”

In an interesting comparison between Wielhorski’s and Nikitin’s times, Marx saw a continuity of menacing Russian expansionism where “it becomes clear that the policies of Ivan III [1462-1505] and those of Russia today [1853] are not merely similar but identical…that policy of extension, under the cover of which Russia hopes, as heretofore, to carry out her projects on the East.” Whether Marx and Wielhorski ever met or knew of each other during their residence in London during the early 1850s is unclear, but it is an interesting possibility.

Russian threats to Turkey in 1853 triggered rising furore in Britain, followed by Nicholas’s decision to recall his ambassadorial staff from London in February 1854, including Count Wielhorski. The declaration of war on Russia by Britain and France came the following month, and with it the Crimean War of 1854-1856. Major's editorial preface for the Hakluyt Society seems in retrospect to be summed up in “Cleese-ian” style as “above all, don't mention the war.” In Britain, the Crimean War was initially popular, with Marx writing about how “when Russia began her aggression upon Turkey, the national hatred broke forth in a blaze, and never, perhaps, was a war so popular as this.” Another
contemporary, Andrew White, noticed a similarly charged polemical atmosphere in Russia towards Britain.  

Amidst Crimean skirmishes, sieges, military blunders and medical mishaps, Wielhorski met his death on 22 November 1855. A revealing condolence letter in the *Journal de St. Petersburg* on 3 January 1856 was then translated in *The Times* (London) on 12 January. Such rapid textual dissemination between countries on the opposite extremes of the European continent is noticeable, even more so as they were still in a state of war. The person composing this condolence letter was no ordinary figure, being the Empress Marie of Russia, whose husband Alexander II had ascended the throne on the death of Nicholas I in September 1855, just before Wielhorski’s own death. Mayer’s talk of the aristocratic *Ancien Régime* spanning Europe during the nineteenth century comes to mind amidst such condolences across European national boundaries. Empress Marie expressed her appreciation to Wielhorski’s father (Count Mikhail “the elder”) of “the generous sentiment which led your son to express the desire to go to the aid of the suffering among our brave soldiers wounded in the army of the Crimea.” The diplomatic career of Count Wielhorski (“the younger”) seems to have been at a relatively early stage, with the Empress commenting to his father how due to “the premature and unexpected death of your son…a short career,” only, had ensued.

The exact circumstances of Wielhorski’s death are not, though, the focus of this essay. Suffice it to say that Wielhorski had been unlucky to have died in November 1855 at the very tail end of the war, in Empress Marie’s words, just after having “worthily received a testimony of the high satisfaction of His Majesty the Emperor [Alexander II], at the period of his visit to the Crimea.” Wielhorski’s translation of Nikitin’s travelogue was then posthumously published in London by the *Hakluyt Society*, to which we can now turn.
Wielhorski was proud of Nikitin’s travels, citing Karamzin’s assertion that “hitherto, geographers have ignored the fact that the honour of one of the oldest voyages to India, undertaken and described by an European, belongs to the age and country of Ivan III.”

Wielhorski was right to highlight this previous neglect of Nikitin. However, Wielhorski was somewhat ambiguous in his own estimation of the general worth of the text, feeling “there is besides, throughout the memorial a want of coherence, and a most painful absence of that minuteness of description which, in placing before the reader the objects depicted, can alone be considered as a source of interest or instruction.”

One could, of course, ask why Wielhorski bothered to translate it, if there was nothing of “interest or instruction” in this text for him. Nikitin’s account did, in fact, have quite detailed “minuteness of description” on the powerful Bahmani (Islamic) and Vijayanagar (Hindu) realms in southern India, details that are clear, interesting and instructional.

Wielhorski noticed how “a striking peculiarity of Nikitin's narrative, is the frequent recurrence of oriental words and sentences, spelt in Russian letters and embodied in the original text.” Such an observation is an accurate summation of the “patois” mixture of Turkish (c. 130), Persian (c. 150), Arabic (c. 280) and Indian (30) words appearing in Nikitin’s Russian testimony—all of which in turn reflect significant cross-cultural and inter-faith nuances in and around the text. Wielhorski, however, then went on, concerning these “oriental words and sentences,” that “some of those have been translated, while others have been necessarily left without explanation.” Why such material should or should not have “been necessarily left without explanation” by Wielhorski is the crux of this article, and of Wielhorski’s “unwitting testimony.” To choose not to translate some understandable materials, whilst translating others, is not “necessarily” self-evident at all. It becomes only “necessarily” so in light of the uncomfortable message perhaps contained in such material, a message that Wielhorski as translator felt was “necessarily” not to be translated by him for...
the reader’s eye. Elsewhere Wielhorski admitted about Nikitin’s material that “even when the meaning can be guessed at, it has sometimes, as in the present instance, been thought undesirable to supply it in English.” What was so “undesirable” in Nikitin’s material to cause Wielhorski to restrict his translation?

One example of filtering comes with Wielhorski not translating some details concerning the practice of prostitution in India. Such reserve may have reflected Victorian sensibilities in such matters. However, apart from this example, there is a whole swathe of material in Nikitin that Wielhorski consistently filtered, namely that to do with Islam. Let us now turn to the question of what Wielhorski’s untranslated passages on Islam concerned.

Wielhorski was ready enough to translate great detail on Islamic trading patterns across the Indian Ocean and on Islamic military power in central India, together with Hindu religious practices at Parvat. Nevertheless, he consistently ignored material concerning Nikitin’s own religious responses to Islam during his stay in India. Lenhoff and Martin note “the growing ratio of Oriental prayers to Church Slavic prayers” in the text, showing that “Nikitin came to embrace Islam in more than token fashion.” In Nikitin’s time such a progression was unusual, potentially dangerous for Nikitin as an individual back in Russia, and scandalous for general Christian circles. After all, religious orthodoxy was then stamping out “Judaising” strands within the Russian church.

How did Wielhorski deal with this progression? He was happy enough to translate Nikitin’s preamble extolling the virtues of Christianity “by the prayer of our holy fathers, O Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God have mercy on me, Thy sinful servant.” Admittedly, Lenhoff and Martin wonder if this preamble in High Church Slavic subsequently “may have been appended by an editor for the sake of decorum” at the monastery of Troitsk-Sergivsk in the late fifteenth/early sixteenth century. Wielhorski consistently translated Christian-sounding material. However, the varied and increasingly devotional personal references
made by Nikitin to Islam were neither translated nor commented upon by Wielhorski—in particular, Nikitin’s references to Allah (the mandatory Islamic term for God), Mohammed (Islam’s central “Seal of the Prophets,” rejected across medieval Christianity) and Islamic ritual formulae. What examples of this pattern present themselves in Wielhorski’s translation?

The first example of Wielhorski’s re-direction of Nikitin’s testimony on Islam comes at the end of Nikitin’s trip to Parvat. Wielhorski’s translation reads:

From Pervota we returned to Beder, a fortnight before the great Mahommedan festival (Ulu Bairam). But I know not the great day of Christ’s Resurrection; however, I guess by different signs, that the great Christian day is by nine or ten days sooner than the Mahommedan Cagrim (Cairiam). I have nothing with me; no books whatever; those that I had taken from Russia were lost when I was robbed. And I forgot the Christian faith and the Christian festivals, and know neither Easter nor Christmas, nor can I tell Wednesday from Friday, and I am between the two faiths. But I pray to the only God that he may preserve me from destruction. God is one, king of glory and creator of heaven and earth.\(^{39}\)

Wielhorski’s translation suggests Nikitin as lamenting but also trying to hold onto his Christian faith. A rather different message starts to emerge with full translation of Wielhorski’s cry, “I am between two faiths. But I pray to the only God that he may preserve me from destruction. God is one, king of glory and creator of heaven and earth.”

Why did Wielhorski switch in mid-section (through his italics) into “But I pray to the only God that he may preserve me from destruction. God is one, king of glory and creator of heaven and earth.” The reason could well be that this italicised part already points towards Islam, but remains veiled by Wielhorski’s translation. The word translated as “God” by Wielhorski was not the Russian word Bog, which appears elsewhere in Nikitin’s text. Instead Nikitin’s word there was Olloh, i.e. Allah the central Arabic (Qur’anic) term for God. This mid-section would now read, “I am between two faiths. I pray to Allah, the Merciful, the Creator. Thou art the Lord.” A more direct “Islamic” flavour thereby becomes clearer.
In Wielhorski’s presentation of Nikitin, this turning point is then immediately followed by another pattern, namely non-translation by Wielhorski. Initially this non-translation concerns the Islamic term Allah. We read Nikitin affirming:

I prayed to God Almighty, who made heaven and earth; and no other god of any other name did I invoke, Bog ollo, Bog kerim, Bog garym, Bog khudo, Bog Akber, God, king of glory, Ollo-Varian ollo garymello, sensen olloty.  

This sounds still compatible enough with Christianity, except that Wielhorski’s un-translated Bog ollo, Bog kerim, Bog garym, Bog khudo, Bog Akber…Ollo-Varian ollo garymello, sensen olloty has an immediate Islamic thrust in its start (Bog ollo) and completion (Ollo-Varian ollo garymello, sensen olloty). Nikitin’s own familiar Russian term Bog “God” was equated and then subsumed by Nikitin within Islam’s own specific term for God i.e. Allah (Ollo). When translated, the whole passage then reads:

I prayed to God [Bog] Almighty, who made heaven and earth; and no other god of any other name did I invoke. God is Allah [Bog ollo]. God is munificent, God is merciful, God is Lord, God is Great, God is Great [God, King of Glory], Allah exists, Allah, Thou art the merciful, Thou! Oh, Thou, Allah.

Nikitin’s repeated use of the term Ollo, the sacred Islamic term for God of Allah, is in retrospect very much pointing to a god of “another name.”

Wielhorski continued to avoid translating phrases concerning Allah. Thus, when Nikitin was challenged by a local Muslim for not being a real Christian, Wielhorski’s text had Nikitin pleading:

Do not lead me, O Lord, from the path of truth, but direct my steps to wander in righteousness; for in my trouble I did no good for Thy sake, O Lord, and have spent the whole of my days in evil. Ollo pervodiger, Ollo garym', Ollo tykarim, Ollo karim, Ollo ragymello, Akhalim dulimo. I have already passed the fourth great day [Easter] in the Mussulman country, and have not renounced Christianity. But what may come hereafter, that God alone knows.
As it stands Nikitin’s own sentiments are indeterminate from Wielhorski’s translation, able to be read as showing Nikitin still turning to Christianity. However, when translated we see a continuing shift and identification towards Islam in Nikitin’s concluding *Ollo pervodiger, Ollo garym’, Ollo tykarim, Ollo karim, Ollo ragymello, Akhalim dulimo*. This translates as “My Lord, Allah the Protector, Allah the Most High, Allah the Merciful, Allah the Beneficent. Praise be to Allah.” Nikitin’s phrase, “I...have not renounced Christianity. But what may come hereafter, that God alone knows,” has a very different ring to it in the light of the Islamic confessional material already appearing, but left untranslated, thereby in effect redirecting the meaning of the immediately surrounding translated material.

Another pattern observable in Wielhorski’s translation is its failure to translate references to Mohammed, Prophet of Islam. At the end of the description of the Bahmani sultanate, Wielhorski has Nikitin announcing, seemingly somewhat plaintively:

*Mamet deni iaria arast deni khudodonot,* and God knows the true faith, and the true faith bids us to know only one God and to invoke his name in every place. On the fifth great day I thought of returning to Russia, and I set out from Beder a month before the Mahommedan Bairam. *Mamet deni rossorial.* Knowing no more the great Christian day, the day of Christ’s resurrection, I kept Lent time with the Mussulmans and broke fasting with them on Easter day, which I did at Kulburga.41

His translation still gives a Christian-orientated picture of Nikitin on the eve of his return to Russia, as someone valiantly maintaining general Christian sentiment, i.e. *Lent time* fasting up till Easter Sunday *the great Christian day, the day of Christ’s resurrection*. Christianity as the *true faith* for Nikitin. Yet Wielhorski’s non-translation there of these two short phases within the section of otherwise translated text was crucial for his English audience. *Mamet deni iaria arast deni khudodonot* translates as “the religion of Mohammed is good,” while *Mamet deni rossorial* translates as “Mohammed is the messenger of God.” With those two phrases translated, the text enters a different, explicitly Islamic dimension of belief and affirmation. Moreover the phrase *Mamet deni rossorial* has the extra force of its status as the
second half of the Islamic shahadah “Affirmation of Faith,” the first of the “Five Pillars” of Islam. Mohammed as Rasuliyyah was the rasul (“messenger”) of Allah, described by Cragg as a “formidable” term, which is “the central historical element in the genesis and the significance of Islam.”

Not just any messenger, but the final and fullest messenger, the “Seal of the Prophets” (Qur’an 33.40).

Wielhorski’s account of Nikitin’s concluding travel back to Russia across the Black Sea was significantly selective, projecting a general air of piety from Nikitin without any particular Islamic trappings:

We lay for fifteen days at Platana, the weather continuing very bad, and then we twice attempted to sail and again met with a foul wind, that did not permit us to keep us to keep the sea: “Ollo ak, Ollo khudo pervodiger,” except that we know no other God. Having crossed the sea, we were carried first to Sukbalykæ, and thence to Kzov (Azov), where we lay five days. At last, with God’s blessing, I reached Caffa, nine days before the fast of St. Philip. Ollo pervodiger, through the mercy of God I have crossed three seas.

Wielhorski’s phrases, “we know no other God,” “the fast of Saint Philip” and “the mercy of God,” give a vaguely Christian sense to the passage. The untranslated phrases Ollo ak, Ollo khudo pervodiger (repeated further on with Ollo pervodiger) were, though, uncommented upon by Wielhorski. The reader in 1858 could be excused for gliding past them without a second thought, assuming through Wielhorski that Nikitin knew no other God than that of Christianity. However, the key untranslated phrase Ollo ak, Ollo khudo pervodiger gives a radically different personal twist to this passage—i.e. “Allah! True God, Allah the Protector. Apart from him, we know no other God.” Ollo ak is the colloquial form of the classical Arabic phrase Allahu akhbar “God [Allah] is Great,” the cornerstone and apex of the Islamic emphasis on the unity (tauhid) of God, for Cragg “the ringing shout of praise that echoes through all Islamic ritual and dogma.” Ollo pervodiger, twice affirmed by Nikitin and twice ignored by Wielhorski, translates as “Allah the Protector,” a phrase already noted as
untranslated by Wielhorski. The way Wielhorski finishes his translation with a general sense of Christian orientation surrounding Nikitin is, then, in retrospect misleading.

Furthermore, in this concluding section from Nikitin, there is a final lengthy paragraph that Wielhorski did not translate. The translation merely has:

Ollo pervodiger, through the mercy of God I have crossed three seas, dighyt khudo dono Ollo pervodiger donoamin milharakhmam ragym Ollo-ak ber akshikhudoilello, akshi khodo karukholloalik Solom Olloakber akham dulillo spukurkhudo afatad bismilna girakmam rragym khuvomogulezi laiial sa illiaguia alimul gaibi vashagaditikhua rakhamu ragymu khubomogu liazi liai laga illiakhuia Almeliku Alakudosu asalomu almuminu almugaminu aliziru alchebarualmuta kanbiru akhaliku albariuiu almusaviru alkafaru albakharu albakhadu alriazaku alfataghu alialimu alkabizu albasatu alkaftu alrafiu almabifu almuzilu alsemiu albasiri aliaakamu aliadauliu alliatufu. 45

There the text ends. From Wielhorski’s preceding translation, the reader would consequently be forgiven for thinking that Nikitin was a pious enough Russian who had maintained his Orthodox Christian faith amidst his difficult travels to far-off lands.

A very different picture emerges when Wielhorski’s untranslated final section is translated. Lenoff notes how Nikitin’s “closing prayer [when translated] leaves no doubt as to the state of his faith…by the end of his journey he was no longer between faiths, but had crossed over into the camp of Islam…Afanasij's last prayer is not appended for the sake of art or even symmetry: it is a final [personal] confession of [Islamic] faith.” 46 Lenoff and Martin are struck by the way this final sequence “is imbued with an alien [Islamic] theology. It is so utterly unprecedented that there can be no doubt of its authenticity: no other medieval Russian text, to our knowledge, closes with a Muslim prayer.” 47 What was there in this final piece that Wielhorski resolutely left untranslated? It translates as:

The Lord knows the rest! Allah, the Protector, the all-knowing. Amen. In the name of Allah, the Merciful and Beneficent. God is great! God is good! Jesus is the spirit of Allah. Peace be upon him. God is great. There is no God but Allah, the Creator. He is God and there is no other God before him. Allah is King, the Light, the World, the Saviour, the Guardian, the Glorious, the Mighty, the Great, the Creator, the Founder, the Maker. He permits sins and punishes them; giving, feeding, ending all difficulties;
knowing, accepting our souls; he, who spreads out the heavens and the earth, All-Preserving, All-mighty; who lifts up and casts down; All-Hearing, All-Seeing. Allah is the true judge, the good.

What stands out? One prominent feature is the constant invocation of Allah (Ollo). That in itself is cumulatively significant and points to Islamic frames of reference. Jesus is mentioned here by Nikitin, but subtly and decisively within an Islamic setting as “the spirit of God (Allah)” rather than in a Christian setting as “Son of God.”

Moreover, structurally the whole paragraph follows Islamic norms. The recent analysis by Banerjee demonstrates what is lacking from Wielhorski’s version. She notes:

Afanasy Nikitin begins his closing passage with Bismillah e-Rahman ur-Rahim, “In the name of Allah, the Greatest and the All-merciful.” This is followed by the very emotional topos of praise known as Takbir, with the phrase Allahu Akbar, “God is Great,” repeated several times throughout the closing passage. Significantly, Nikitin uses an amalgamated Persian and Turkish translation of this topos three times, Akshi khodo, illelo akshi khodo, plus a Persian variant, Ollo Pervardygar, once, as opposed to the Arabic standard formula, Allahu Akbar, only twice. Immediately following the Takbir is the merchant’s phonetic but instantly recognisable Shahada, the topos of confession: La ilaha illa’l allah, “There is no God but Allah.” Nikitin’s rendition of the penultimate topos of thanksgiving, the Tahmid, is similarly set apart by an addition of its Persian variant, Shukur khoda afatat, following the standard Arabic Al-ham dl’l-allah, “Thanks be to God.” He ends his account with a series of epithets, Asma-al-husna (The Beautiful Names), which are also commonplaces in medieval Islamic discourse.

The combination of Bismillah e-Rahman ur-Rahim opening, Takbir praises, Shahada confession, Tahmid thanksgiving, and Asma-al-husna “Beautiful Names” gives Nikitin’s closure a very deliberate and organised Islamic air. Nikitin geographically and then religiously entered into the world of Islam (Dar al-Islam) before moving geographically (but not religiously) back into his old Christian world. As Banerjee puts it, “[Nikitin] may have been carrying his document back to Russia in a gesture similar to a Christian bearing witness to the faith…[which] rings out in his unequivocal [Islamic] declaration La ilaha illa’l Allah, ‘There is no God but Allah,’ even as he stands in Kaffa on the border of his homeland.”
Wielhorski responded to this concluding Islamic clarion call by Nikitin with a
definite and deafening silence, save for a relatively bland comment tucked away elsewhere
in his introduction that Nikitin “terminates his narrative by a long sentence in corrupt
Turkish, expressive of his gratitude to heaven for his preservation and safe return to his
native country.”51 This indicates that Wielhorski understood its meaning, but chose not to
translate it for the reader. In effect Nikitin was not able to bear witness for posterity, since
posterity had no inkling of his Islamic proclamation, given Wielhorski’s non-translation of
that crucial finale. Wielhorski was not the only Russian scholar to redirect Nikitin’s
declaration of faith at the end of the travel account away from its original clearly Islamic
thrust.52 As can be seen from this final passage, with its key Islamic phrases and sustained
structure actually translated, for Wielhorski to have called it just “expressive of gratitude to
heaven” appears, in retrospect, somewhat misleadingly “economical with the truth.”

What is clear, then, is Wielhorski’s consistent failure to translate passages pointing to
Nikitin’s increasing identification with Islam. Since he did not attempt to translate such
passages, it is not a question of the finer points of Wielhorski’s translation “skills” there. The
Islamic-pointing content of such passages in Nikitin’s text has now been reasonably
established by figures like Lenhoff and Banerjee. Instead we have a far starker situation
concerning “intent.” Wielhorski “entered” Nikitin’s text, translated most of it for the benefit
of posterity, whilst not translating some passages that he acknowledged as understood by
him. Why was there such sustained and deliberate filtering by Wielhorski? Why was his
“translation” at certain times a “non-translation”?

One cannot, of course, be absolutely sure of Wielhorski’s reasons for such
selectivity. Nevertheless various wider frameworks are of relevance in considering why
Wielhorski filtered Nikitin’s travel account. Speigel’s analysis of the “social logic” of
medieval texts may be matched with a social logic surrounding Wielhorski’s text in the
nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{53} Said’s \textit{Orientalism} sparked vigorous debate over the hegemonic mythification of cultures,\textsuperscript{54} giving rise to applications of the term “imagining” to European conceptions of, for instance, India (Inden) and of the Middle East (Hentsch), and may be invoked here in relation to Wielhorski.\textsuperscript{55} Victorian historiography involves its own projections about Britain as imagined national community through “uses of a past, imagining the national past”;\textsuperscript{56} Wielhorski engaged in his own filtering of Nikitin’s text to imagine, for an English readership, a particular national Russian past. Nagarjuna’s earlier Buddhist critique (c. 100 ACE) on language as a contextual \textit{vikalpyate} (“construct”) has echoes in postmodernists such as Foucault and Derrida and, in turn, with Wielhorski’s own construction of Nikitin’s testimony.\textsuperscript{57} Translation presents further ambiguities and challenges in relation to historical record and representation. In his discussion of censorship and cultural change in the \textit{Oxford Translation Debates} of 1401-1407, Watson distinguishes between translators operating there “as [open] communicators or, alternatively, [closed] guardians of knowledge.”\textsuperscript{58} Which role was Wielhorski to play in the 1850s? Martin Luther’s \textit{Open Letter on Translating} (1530) acknowledged implications for political-religious authority and legitimacy in such translating activities, implications also present in Wielhorski’s setting. Cheyfitz notes the wider “poetics of imperialism” in nineteenth-century translations.\textsuperscript{59} He does not refer to Wielhorski’s nineteenth-century translation of Nikitin, but an analogous poetics of Russian imperialism is evident in Wielhorski.

Spitzer’s general talk of “milieu and ambience” at play in translations is particularly applicable to Wielhorski’s own family background and the wider settings of society and politics in mid-nineteenth-century Russia.\textsuperscript{60} Wielhorski’s family was well known in court circles of the Russian Empire, especially through his father, Count Mikhail Wielhorski “the elder,” and his uncle, Count Matvei Wielhorski.\textsuperscript{61} His father (1788-1859) was a well-known patron of the arts in the Russian capital, promoting concerts of contemporary Western music,
maintaining a private orchestra on his estate, with the oboist Luft dedicating his *Second Concertino* to him. His uncle (1794-1866) was an accomplished cellist, composer of *Theme and Variations for a Cello with an Orchestra*, with Schumann dedicating his *Sonata Op. 58* to him. Berlioz described his own reception in 1847 at the Wielhorsks’ (father and uncle) cultural soirée in St. Petersburg where:

Leur maison est à Saint-Pétersbourg un petit ministère des beaux-arts, grâce à l'autorité que donne aux comtes Wielhorski leur goût si justement célèbre, à l'influence qu'ils exercent par leur grande fortune et leurs nombreuses relations, grâce enfin à la position officielle qu'ils occupent à la cour auprès de l'Empereur et de l'Impératrice. Leur accueil fut d'une charmante cordialité; je fus en quelques heures présenté par eux aux principaux personnages, aux virtuoses, aux gens de lettres qui se trouvaient dans leur salon.

Ambiguities were undeniably present in this musical-cultural setting with some of the aristocracy taking a more Slavophile nationalistic stance, whilst others like Wielhorski’s family took a more “modernising” West European stance. Such an Islamic perspective as that represented by Nikitin would, however, have been culturally alien to both camps.

Further problematic crosscurrents were present in and around the family of the translator, Count Wielhorski “the younger.” His grandfather was the Polish nationalist Michel Wielhorski, author of *On the Restoration of the Ancient Government* [of Poland] in Accordance with Fundamental Laws of the Republic (1775), who had denounced Poland’s partition between Prussia, Austria and above all Russia. Michel’s son, Count Wielhorski “the elder,” may have felt uncomfortable cultural ambiguities. Though born in Volhynia in eastern Poland, he moved to St. Petersburg the imperial court capital, taking the Russified name form of Mikhail (as did his son in turn) rather than keeping the Polish form Michel. Such an adjustment mirrored that of his Polish contemporary, Count Rzewuski (1791-1866). Born in Volhynia, he also subsequently moved to Saint Petersburg, arguing for an incorporation of Polish feeling within a wider “all-Slavonic culture developing under the sceptre of the Russian Emperor.” The “coterie of Sankt-Petersburgh” first met on his estate
in 1841, Polish conservatives “whose aim was to propagate among the Polish nobility [like the Wielhorskis?] the idea of necessary reconciliation with the Russian Empire.”

However Polish nationalist sentiment remained volatile and thus suspect in imperial Russia, with Nicholas I’s army crushing Polish reform in 1831, which Walicki terms “the national catastrophe.” Consequently the 1840s were “the period of the greatest flowering of Polish Romantic Messianism.” Polish nationalism had been further stifled by the Russian army in 1848, but was still keenly felt inside and outside Russia. In 1856, Marx called Poland an “outside thermometer” reflecting wider revolutionary sentiments. Such a milieu presented the Wielhorski family with uncomfortable demands of potential and actual loyalties within the Russian imperial system. As a junior diplomat, Count Wielhorski “the younger” may have had consciously or subconsciously to prove a greater loyalty to the cause of the Russian Empire.

Such aspects point to the domestic political context in which Wielhorski was shaping his translation of Nikitin. The year 1855 saw not just the death of Wielhorski but also the death of Nicholas I who had kept Russian policy on firmly autocratic reactionary lines since his accession in 1825, immediately signalled by his creation in 1826 of the “Third Section” that conducted surveillance on dissidence. The Marquis De Custine, whose account of his travel to St. Petersburgh and Moscow in 1839 was itself subject to further interpretation and censorship down the decades, encountered this environment. In his account he lambasted the weakness of the aristocracy as “the silence of the great…What is the Russian nobility doing? It adores the Czar and makes itself an accomplice.” Similar comments were made by Donald Mackenzie Wallace, following his stay in Russia between 1870-1875, that “in Russia the nobles were servants of the State.” The Czar was, for Custine, a veritable “Imperial Whirlwind…there does not exist on the earth today another man who enjoys and exercises such power.” Suppression was a feature of Russian society where autocratic
“divine right applied to the mechanism of social life…from it springs such grave results that one’s fear stifles the desire to laugh.”\textsuperscript{77} Surveillance was noticeable with “the Russian police, so quick to torment the people…thanks to the terror which hovers over all heads, submission serves everyone.”\textsuperscript{78} Custine felt worried about his own correspondence coming under such police scrutiny, with him “busy hiding my papers because any of my letters, even one which would appear most innocent to you, would suffice to send me to Siberia.”\textsuperscript{79}

Such autocratic repression became still stronger in the wake of the 1848 revolutions across Europe, whereupon Nicholas I exerted even tighter control on his Russian subjects in “the era of censorship terror” under which it became “virtually impossible to publish opinions about religion, philosophy or politics.”\textsuperscript{80} The creation of the Buturlin Committee in 1848 “marked the capping of the edifice of a censorship that was obscurantist in outlook and all-pervasive in nature.”\textsuperscript{81} By 1850 there were twelve different agencies dealing with censorship. History was itself suspect and Nikitenko at the time called it “a Holy War against scholarship and knowledge.”\textsuperscript{82} Meanwhile, Russians abroad were subject to surveillance by members of the Russian diplomatic corps, including the Russian legation in London of which Wielhorski was a member. Wielhorski’s own freedom of translation was then particularly circumscribed in the early 1850s.

Within such self-censorship and wider state censorship, comes Wielhorski’s selective non-translation concerning Nikitin’s increasing acceptance of Islam. This particular area of sensitivity for Wielhorski is striking but perhaps not unexpected on reflection. The Empress Marie in her condolence letter had mentioned the “Christian sentiment” of Wielhorski.\textsuperscript{83} Exclusivism was the dominant theological stance of Christianity towards other religions in the nineteenth century. In this climate, Wielhorski wrote of Nikitin as having been “a staunch and zealous devotee [of Christianity], he never failed to keep the great festivals of the Greek-Russian Church, although he had no books of devotion to guide him.”\textsuperscript{84}
Christian interpretation of Nikitin has been a recurring feature of Russian historiography, as with Wielhorski’s contemporaries (Karamzin, Srevnevsky) and afterwards. However, as we have seen, Nikitin in fact was far from “a staunch and zealous devotee” who “never failed to keep the great festivals of the Greek-Russian Church.” Nikitin’s testimony, when fully translated, shows him instead moving from Christianity over to Islam—a process unusual in areas outside Islamic political control, and virtually unknown amongst European Russians in the nineteenth century.

Nikitin’s itinerary had taken him down the Volga to the Caspian ports of Derbent and Baku nestling by the Caucasus, into Central Asia to Bukhara and then through Persia to the Bahmani sultanate in central India. In his day they were all under Islamic control. However, the nineteenth century saw a dramatic Russian drive into Islamic Asia—at first around the Caspian Sea, occupying Derbent and Baku in 1805, then the north-eastern shores of the Ust Urt plateau between the Caspian and Aral Seas in the mid-1830s, and the Kirgiz steppes during the 1840s. The mouth of the Syr Darya was fortified in 1847, whilst downstream Perovsk was occupied in 1853. Defeat in the Crimean War, whilst blocking Russia in the Balkans, merely heightened her expansion in Central Asia at the expense of Islam. Russian imperialists like Prince Bariatinskii expressed this clearly with regard to expansionism in the Caucasus around 1860. Public declarations of Russian supremacist sentiments came in Gorchakov’s Memorandum of 1864, replete with its talk of the “half-savage” Central Asian tribes who needed to be subordinated by a “civilised state” like Russia. Khodarkivsky quite appropriately sums up general Russian stereotypes of Muslims in Central Asia as being “ignoble savages and unfaithful subjects.” Tashkent was soon occupied in 1865, followed by Samarkand in 1868. Persia continued to be the scene for ongoing Russian attentions throughout the nineteenth century, culminating in a formal Russian sphere of influence in 1907 across northern Persia.
At a wider level, Said has noted in *Orientalism* that “for Europe, Islam was a lasting trauma.”90 Such feelings of “resentment” and “trauma” were perhaps consciously or subconsciously also at play in Wielhorski’s systematic “non-representation” of Nikitin’s moves towards Islam. Wheeler contrasts British attitudes in India to Islam with those of Russia “in Turkestan and the Steppe region, where an additional reason for hostility and tension between conquerors [the Russian Empire] and conquered [local Islamic khanates] lay in the fact that the Russians themselves had lived for 250 years under Muslim domination and harboured a hereditary, though partly subconscious, feeling of resentment against Islam.”91 The “Mongol Yoke” had indeed lain heavy on Russia from 1238 to 1480. This had entered deeply into Russian literature, as with Sofonija’s *Tale* concerning the epic Battle of Kulikovo that had taken place in 1380.92 This yoke had been not just nomadic but also Islamic, following the Berke’s ascension to power in 1255. Ivan III renounced the vassalage to the Golden Horde in 1480, but continuing threats were posed to Russia, with Moscow still being sacked by Crimean Tatars as late as 1571.

The Romanov dynasty may indeed have removed the Mongol yoke from Russian shoulders, but one legacy was what in Wielhorski’s period had been labelled by the Marquis de Custine as “the political enslavement of the Orthodox Church,” with the Church legitimating and supporting the Romanov dynasty.93 This Czarist welding of Church and State was reflected in Moscow as the “Third Rome,” in a Christian and imperial sense, a doctrine that had crystallised in Russia during Nikitin’s time.94 To question the Church was also to question state autocracy. Consequently, Custine saw religious matters as potentially explosive. He considered that “the unity of the Orthodox Church is only apparent: the sects, reduced to mutism by the skilfully calculated silence of the dominant Church, dig their way under ground…it is through religious dissension that a social revolution will some day occur in Russia.”95 His talk of sects was aimed at varied Christian non-Orthodox strands. In such
circumstances, conversion to Islam would have been even more disturbing. After all in 1854, as the Crimean War broke and Wielhorski was recalled from London, another observer noted:

Russia has claimed for its war of might against right a religious sanction as a war of the vice regent of god against the infidel Turks...the crusading proclamations of the Russian generals show how much stress is there laid upon the religious phase of the struggle for inflaming the zeal of the Russian people and army. Even the St. Petersburg journals do not omit to cast in the teeth of France and England the reproach that they are fighting on behalf of the abhorred Crescent against the religion of the Cross. 96

Translation by Wielhorski of Nikitin’s earlier conversion to Islam would have been very unwelcome information in such a domestic climate.

In that setting, White describes the funeral arrangements for Czar Nicholas I that he witnessed in 1855, with “in the midst of them, the crowns and scepters of all the countries he had ruled, among them those of Siberia, Astrakhan, Kazan, Poland, the Crimea, and, above all, the great crown and scepter of the empire. At his feet two monks were repeating prayers.” 97 This mention of Kazan points back to Nikitin’s own era, a time of early Russian expansionism under Ivan III, who in 1480 formally renounced the previous vassalage imposed by the Islamic Golden Horde from their Volga strongholds. 98 Meanwhile Kazan was the first Islamic khanate encountered by Nikitin as he travelled down the Volga in 1466, the focus of military campaigns by Ivan III in 1468-69 and annexation by Ivan the Terrible in 1556 (along with Astrakhan), reflecting early Russian “conquest and imperial ideology” there. 99 The Islamic khanate of the Crimea fell to Catherine the Great in 1783. 100 Such actions reversed the preceding period of dependency on Islam. Nevertheless, such earlier dependency was still a sensitive matter in the nineteenth century, where Islamophobia was marked in Russian circles. As the Marquis de Custine noted in 1839:

The Emperor of All the Russias, with all his thrones, with all his pride, is, nevertheless, only the successor of these same Grand Dukes we see so
humiliated…under the conditions imposed on the Grand Dukes of Muscovy in the
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries by their masters the Tatars. But in
Russia, like everything else, glory is of recent date.\footnote{101}

Wielhorski could have translated, and thus helped publicise, that Nikitin had earlier not just
travelled through these particular Islamic areas but had also converted to Islam during
Russia’s “first” emerging waves of expansionism in the late fifteenth century. However, that
would have also jarred against the “second” wave of Russian imperialism mounting against
Islam in Wielhorski’s nineteenth century.

Moreover the very concept of religious freedom of movement was alien in Russia,
where race and religion had become fused. As Mackenzie Wallace witnessed in his 1870s
travels, “in their minds religion and nationality are so closely allied as to be almost identical.
The Russian is, as it were, by nature a Christian, and the Tartar a Mahometan; and it never
occurs to any one in these villages to disturb the appointed order of nature.”\footnote{102} Imperial
politics were at play in this area since “Islam opposes a strong barrier to Russification.”\footnote{103}
Religious conversion from Christianity was treated as a criminal act in Russia, where “they
cannot openly profess Mahometanism, because men who have once been formally admitted
into the National Church cannot leave it without exposing themselves to the severe pains and
penalties of the criminal code.”\footnote{104} Cross-religious missionary activity was frowned upon as:

It seems to a Russian in the nature of things that Tatars should be Mahometans, that
Poles should be Roman Catholics, and that Germans should be Protestants…these
nationalities are therefore allowed the most perfect freedom in the exercise of their
respective religions, so long as they refrain from disturbing by propagandism the
divinely-established order of things…with regard to the Russians themselves the
theory has a very different effect. If in the nature of things the Tatar is a
Mahometan…it is equally in the nature of things that the Russian should be a member
of the orthodox Church. On this point the written law and public opinion are in perfect
accord…change of religion is not justifiable; on the contrary, he is amenable to the
criminal law, and is at the same time condemned by public opinion as an apostate –
almost as a traitor.\footnote{105}
Here the comment by Lenhoff comes to mind in her original 1979 study of Nikitin’s concluding section, that “Afanasij’s closing prayer leaves no doubt as to the state of his [Islamic] faith. The Christian clergy would never have tolerated…the ultimate violation of medieval Russian social and literary etiquette.” In 1857 religious, political, social and literary barriers were still very much against acknowledging such a conversion. Wielhorski went along with such sensibilities, thereby solving his own dilemma through selective non-translation of Nikitin's testimony.

Nikitin’s testimony has been the subject of ongoing historical reinterpretation and filtration down the centuries. Russian Christian concerns are one such area, seen in the monastic editing of the text in the early sixteenth century and still influencing Wielhorski’s selections in the 1850s, by which time Russian imperialism had vigorously reawakened. Soviet-era projections of Nikitin, in turn, emphasised his supposed class-consciousness. Postmodernist cultural studies, exemplified recently by Ovtchinnikova, have dealt with Nikitin’s travels in a deliberately symbolic way.

However, a far more direct and explosive story emerges from Nikitin’s travels, which Wielhorski (like others) was reluctant to acknowledge. Constantinople fell to Islam in 1453, which at the time was a dramatic announcement of Oriental victory. European military technological advances had reversed this military picture by the nineteenth century. East had also conquered West, however, through Nikitin’s unprecedented conversion in about 1470 to Islam. Orientalism at play in the nineteenth century was being in a sense inverted or undercut by the re-presentation of Nikitin’s fifteenth-century narrative, however incomplete its translation. In retrospect, there would have been obvious pressures on Wielhorski not to tell the complete story of Nikitin’s travels with regard to Islam. As the Marquis de Custine put it, looking back on his visit to Russia in 1839:

In Russia history forms part of the domain of the crown; it is the moral property of the prince…it is kept in the storeroom along with the imperial treasures and only that part...
of it which the ruler wishes to make known is displayed. The memory of what happened yesterday is the property of the Czar; he alters the annals of the country according to his own good pleasure and dispenses, each day, to his people the historic truths which accord with the fiction of the moment. 109

Wielhorski’s Czarist Russia seems, then, to illustrate Jenkins’ comment elsewhere that “what can be known and how we can know interact with power,” or Trouillot's notion of “silencing the past” through the interaction of “power and the production of history.” 110

Leopold Ranke (1795-1886) forms a fitting conclusion to this story. He studied and taught in philology before turning to history. As “the father as well as the master of modern historical scholarship” he was the leading historian of Wielhorski’s period. 111 Ranke’s famous axiom was that “the strict presentation of the facts, contingent and unattractive though they may be, is undoubtedly the supreme law” for the historian. 112 History should be written from the “purest, most immediate documents.” 113 Wielhorski clearly found certain details of Nikitin’s document too “unattractive” to translate, especially Nikitin’s adoption of Islam, which seems to have been “the truth that dared not be told.” Should Ranke’s standards for a historian be applied to Wielhorski, who after all was a translator not a historian?

Watson’s discussion of the Oxford Translation Debate of 1401-1407 particularly distinguishes between translators operating there “as communicators or, alternatively, guardians of knowledge.” 114 In the 1850s Wielhorski’s choice not to translate certain passages, especially those showing Nikitin’s conversion to Islam, reveals him as a selective “guardian of knowledge” against, as much as for, the reader. Text and sub-text, sensibilities and censorship emerge, then, from Wielhorski’s translation. Untying the text (to use Young’s phrase) of Wielhorski’s translation shows the textual power exerted by Wielhorski through his particular selectivity of translation. 115 Wielhorski’s translation emerges, finally, as a construct revealing Wielhorski the translator and the specifics of his nineteenth-century context and perceptions of Islam, as much as Nikitin the fifteenth-century traveller.
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Son of God" would have reflected Christian trinitarian terms, particular prevalent in Russian Orthodox circles of Nikitin's background. On the one hand such a Russian Orthodox trinitarian emphasis was in part against Islam's stark monotheism (where Jesus appeared as the "secondary" subsequent "spirit of God"). On the other hand such a Russian Orthodox emphasis was also against Roman Catholic nuances which for them seemed conversely to over-emphasise Jesus within the Trinity—a battle conducted in the general "Filoque" clause controversies of Nikitin's fifteenth century.
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